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Editors Comment
In my first attempt at a newsletter may I apologise for
the misinformation on the Honey Regulations. I
contacted Trading Standards who unfortunately gave
me the old regulations, fortunately a number of you
were ahead of the game and realised the error…thank
you for being so generous with your support of my
missive. I would also like to express my thanks to Katey
Slater for reviewing the previous Newsletter and for
Chris Hardy’s help with this one. Thank you – Bingley B.
Support your local Association by attending their
monthly meetings. Make a point of attending. It is
also gives the speaker a lift to see a good
attendance too.
Think of your Association Secretary in his/her
endeavours to find speakers for evening events in
the winter period…remember the speaker has to
turn-out too, and probably travels further than you!

Time for Reflection
Quite by chance I spoke to one of Beverley BKA’s
“Elders”, Ernest Henderson who will be 90 very soon.
Ernest no longer keeps bees but takes a keen interest
in beekeeping matters. Ernest is a man of many talents;
he began life at the bottom of the ladder in the Merchant
Marine, flying the “Red Duster”, serving 40 years ending
up as a Ship’s Captain. Life at sea began in 1940. He
recalls that his ship in December 1941 was taking fuel
oil and petrol to the Suez bases when they were sent on
to unknown destination that ended at Sydney, Australia,
due to the Japanese attack on the US Bases at Pearl
Harbour. In 1954 he was awarded the Royal Humane
Society award for saving the life of a seaman. The
seaman had become unconscious through the high
level of toxic fumes within a fuel oil tanker compartment
due to a leaking pipe. Ernest went into the hold and

t
rescued this man at his own personal safety. We wish
Ernest a ewell-deserved happy birthday.
f
Himalayan
Balsam - Curse to Some but Not
r
to Others

o
m
Our Vice-Chairman – Phil Gee reminded us recently
that the bee plant Impatiens glandulifera (Himalayan
Balsam) twhose common names include Policeman's
h
Helmet, Bobby
Tops, Copper Tops, and Gnome's
Hatstandeis under attack due to its natural habit of
invasiveness of water courses, and through soil erosion
d plants name originates from the flowers
issues. The
o
being decidedly
“hat”-shaped. Himalayan Balsam and
c
Kiss-me-on-the-mountain
arise from the plant
originating
u in the Himalayan Mountains. The genus
name Impatiens,
meaning "impatient", refers to its
m
method of
seed
dispersal.
The species name
e
glandulifera
n comes from the Latin glandis meaning
gland, and
t ferre meaning to bear, referring to the plant's
glands. The plant was introduced to the UK in 1839 at
the same time as the giant hogweed and Japanese
o
knotweed.
r
Many groups are organising working parties to destroy
t during the school holiday period. As a nonthe species
h
native invasive
plant, it is the largest annual plant in
e
Britain, growing up to 2.5m high from seed in a single
season. Himalayan balsam spreads quickly as it can
project itss seeds up to four metres. Many seeds drop
into the water
u and contaminate land and riverbanks
downstream,
m but the explosive nature of its seed
release means
it can spread upstream too. It spreads
m
quickly and
a forms dense thickets that its detractors say
alters ther ecological balance and character of wetland
habitats.yFor the beekeeper it produces a lot of pollen
over a prolonged season and is attractive to a good
number of pollinating insects as it flowers from late June
o
until the first frosts. Honeybees working the plant return
f
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to the hive covered in the off white pollen resembling a
dusty miller which indicates what they’ve been foraging
on. There is concern that its presence may therefore
result in decreased pollination for other native plants, a
cri-de-coeur from a number of plant life groups (Editor’s
comment – it would be interesting to be told what
evidence there is of such concerns). In view of the
plants importance to bees, beekeepers should always
stress that bees are essential pollinators; they also need
the pollen for winter use as it is collected as protein,
essential for the breeding of young bees. Very often
beekeepers are giving the public mixed messages when
seeking support for honey bees in that the concern is for
honey production, neglecting that our best ally is their
loss as a pollinator.
This species is listed on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act in England and Wales
therefore; it is also an offence to plant or otherwise
cause to grow these species in the wild.

Countryside Live – 17th & 18th October 2015
In two months’ time we hold our own Yorkshire
Beekeepers’ Association Honey Show. Full entry details
are included in the show schedule for all interested
parties to enter, we look forward to many more entries.
With the Flower Hall being demolished it is possible that
the Honey Show may be relocated within the Great
Yorkshire Showground.
The show schedules can be down loaded from the
Countryside Live web site www.Countrysidelive.co.uk
Follow the links to the honey section. This year the
judges are the husband and wife team Peter and
Christine Matthews from Dumfries and Galloway. We
hope to see you there as there is much to see at this
mini Yorkshire Show.

t
Support the Countryside Live Show – 17th and 18th
Octobere– the YBKA Annual Honey Show –
exhibition categories for everyone. Schedules and
f
details available
now from David Shannon by post
r Visit the Yorkshire Agricultural Society
or on line.
web siteo– www.countrysidelive.co.uk
m
Countryside Live 2007 – Chief Steward and Mead
Judge discussing
tactics with Tony Jefferson
t
looking h
pensive
e
d
o
c
u
m
e
n
t
o
r
t
YBKA Wax
Purchasing Scheme

h
e details will be announced via your District
Very soon
Association’s Secretary.
s
The YBKA
u GPC provides this service to its members.
District Secretaries
will be asked to advise members of
m
the 2016m
consignment and how they and their members
can participate.
a
r
Our Purchasing
Officer will be formulating details for the
y
AGM in November.
o
f
a
n
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84th National Honey Show 29th October –
31st October 2015
With international classes, beekeeping lecture
convention, workshops and trade show. Details to be
announced soon. If you can book 3 months ahead you
can get incredibly cheap rail tickets from Virgin East
Coast, better still if you have a railcard!

Tyro’s Corner
Things to do in the Apiary during August and
September
August is usually a very busy an important time of year
for beekeepers. This is the month we extract our
summer honey possibly the only honey some of you
have managed to get because of the cold nights in the
early months of the year, lasting in some areas right
through to the beginning of June. The usual spring
crops of honey were either very poor with a lot of honey
setting in the combs, due to the bees being forced to
leave the supered honey on cold freezing nights, and
going down into the brood box into to protect their brood
from chilling. In some areas there was no honey
gathered for surplus, what was collected was used by
the bees themselves.
There have been issues with queens it is a sore point
for me. In my own locality, some queens took up to two
months to come into lay from hatching. A number of
newly mated queens becoming drone layer's. Queen
rearing problems for a good number of us seemed to go
on and on. So not a good start at the early part of the
season for the majority of our Yorkshire Beekeepers. All
this said we must now concentrate on the jobs at hand,
and hope we have a reasonable crop of later summer
honey ready to take off.
If you honey in supers don't waste any time get
extracting. Place the wet supers back on the top of the

t
crown board on the hive it came off preferably for the
e out before you take them off again to
bees to clean
store for the winter. This should be done when the bees
f daytime flying otherwise you might set up
have ceased
a robbingr frenzy. A source of honey appearing in a
o
dearth conditions
gets the bees really excited, hence
why you m
need to be careful. I pop my frames in an old
freezer for 8 hours before storing away. This kills any
wax motht lava or other pests that might be lurking in
them especially
if the queen has been attracted to them
h
for breeding.
e After freezing carefully replace them back
into the boxes for stacking and stow them away from
mice, ready
d for next spring. Take extra care as the wax
comb is extremely
brittle when they come out of the
o
freezer and they can shatter if knocked until they thaw
c
out and regain their elasticity.
u
When extraction
is completed we must then turn our
m
attentions to treating out bees against Varroa? This is
e
still the number
one pest to our bees and cause of the
n
most overall harm to our colonies with its behaviour and
t viruses. There are several treatments for
associated
Varroa available from all good beekeeping equipment
stockists.oThe choice is yours, but choose one you must
if you want
r your bees to get through the winter healthy.
Consult your local Seasonal Bee Inspector or failing that
the Regional
t Beekeeping Inspector for advice on (they
too are beekeepers).
Always read the instructions on
h
the packaging
before
treatment, and follow them to the
e
letter, it is suggested that you use transparent plastic
gloves when handling such treatments. You must follow
s
the manufacturer’s instructions to the letter or your
u
efforts will be futile.
m
m sources deplete, towards the end of
When nectar
a the time when robbing can occur. Protect
August, it’s
r
your colonies
by closing down the entrances to your
hives to ay bare minimum to give the bees a better
chance to protect their hive entrances and preserve
their stores.
o In some cases this is also the time to feed
colonies fup with a liquid sugar mix if they are on the
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light side at the rate of 1kg white granulated sugar
(2.2lb) to 570mls water(1 imperial pint).
A number of us have taken our bees to the heather
moors, hoping for a surplus to take off. if nothing else,
the bees will have filled their brood boxes with the
heather honey, thereby to save feeding sugar syrup.
If your colonies are a little light then use a good size
contact feeder that holds around 3.6 – 4.8 litres (6/8
imperial pints) at one go for full colonies. Don't mess
around with small feeders that only hold a small volume.
The Ashford Feeder is the size to use for bulk feeding,
they are open type feeders that should be covered with
a thin cover to stop bees getting to the liquid through
poor / faulty supers or roofs.
You will need to assess each hive individually to see
how much each requires. Carefully hefting the hive by
grasping the floor at the hive rear and lifting. A stock
which is short of food will be immediately apparent by
the ease of lifting, consequently the opposite with a full
complement of stores. If you are a beginner you may
need to tot up the weight by looking at the sealed
stores. A full brood frame of stores should realise
around 1.8 – 2.3 kgs (4/5 lbs) each so half full is around
900gms (2 lbs). If you are considering leaving a super
box each frame when full should hold around 900gms –
1.5 kgs (2/3 lbs). Depending upon the strain of bee, a
full colony may require around 23 – 25.5 kgs (50/55
lbs). of stores to get them through to next spring. So
deduct what they have from 25.5 kgs (55lbs) and give
them sufficient feed to cover just over that maximum
amount. The feeding should be done at dusk and be
continuous until completed. Take cognisance of leaky
hive roofs as stated earlier.
When feeding do be careful, feed after flying has
ceased, do not to spill the liquid sugar, this can and
does trigger the robbing reaction by other colonies and
by the dreaded wasp. To recap, keep those entrances
as tight as possible. When you have completed all these

t
tasks you should be ready to go into winter with clean
bees andefull of stores to last your bees until spring.
f take out the queen excluders at this time
I personally
and cleanr them up ready for next year; ready for full
o next spring. The removal of excluders
inspection
preventsm
the possibility of your queen getting isolated
below the excluder because during winter the colony
moves upwards
on to a super as stores from below.
t
You can hnow also put in place your mouse guards.
e
Oh, just one thing. Put a heavy stone or couple of bricks
on each d
lid to stop them blowing off in any autumn /
winter gales
o we might have.
c
Happy Beekeeping – Dave Shannon
u
m
BadgereGems
n
The success for the 2016 season begins now! The
t
shortening daylight hours alerts the bees to autumn
being just around the corner. A good number of new
o probably have more lots of bees than they
beekeepers
r with: you may be over stretched in
can contend
resources of spare equipment. In addition, the fickle
summer thas not helped stocks to prosper and build up
h
as they normally
do in a good summer. If you are able
e beekeeping practice to join up weak or
to, it is good
middling colonies into a single unit by uniting. If the
stocks are
s spread around the apiary it might be the best
solution to
u take all the stocks for uniting to an isolated
apiary and
mput them in close proximity to each other. It
is essential
m that the stocks to be united are disease free,
if in doubtaask your Seasonal Bees Officer to check
them over before he stands down at the seasons end.
r
There are a number of ways to unite lots together that
y
are used by beekeepers. For new beekeepers it is best
to join colonies together by the “newspaper” method.
o
Uniting weaker
lots together it is a sure way that will
f
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ensure, they come through winter in relative full
strength, provided they have ample natural stores and
above all plenty of young bees at the summers end.
You can unite two or more stocks together by first
finding each respective queen and establishing which of
them is the youngest. This might be through good
record keeping or failing that by examining each of the
queens to see how frayed their wings might be: old
queens are usually very frayed. Swarms have the habit
of superseding their old queen, that is one good reason
for marking queens to enable you to not only find her
easily but it tells you that she may have been replaced
by the bees themselves. A note of caution: a new
beekeeper rang me in early June to say that he had
found two queens laying side by side, what should he
do? One queen was marked and the other was not I
advised him to leave matters well alone, he would find
that the marked queen was probably being superseded
by the daughter queen… he would find that the workers
would be changing their allegiance to the younger
queen due to her greater supply of “queen substance”
and that the older queen would eventually die through
lack of attention by the nurse bees.
The procedure to unite bees is best carried out by
placing the brood box with the queen as the top hive
component. As an example if you have three stocks to
join up get them lined up next to each other on day 1.
By day 3 they will have been flying freely. Decide which
stock to retain with the queen by examination as
described earlier. I recommend that you place all the
brood chambers on the floor board, positioned the warm
way. The first queenless chamber of bees is placed on
the floor board with a piece of newspaper on the top
with two or three holes pricked to allow the bees to get
started in uniting by getting a common odour. Place the
next brood chamber on top and repeat the procedure.
The remaining brood box that holds the queen should
have the brood with the queen placed at rear of the

t
brood box with all the eggs and larvae together with
advancedebrood coming next in this fashion the nurse
bees will protect the queen. Place a crown board on top
f
with the holes
sealed to ensure no bees can get access
from the rtop through any robbing sprees that can often
o the colony to settle down and unite for at
occur. Leave
m Observe the toing and froing’s, noting the
least a week.
incoming pollen loads, if it comes in fast and furious
things willt seem to be ok. At the noon of a good day I
would suggest
that you reduce the brood boxes down to
h
a doubleearrangement or failing that have the top box
filled with sealed stores, rearrange to the next box to
have advanced
brood and larvae with the final box with
d
the eggsoor larvae. Feeding may be required so follow
the instructions as stated above. United colonies are a
c
far better bet than trying to nurse through weak colonies
u do get through to the following spring will
which if they
spend themfollowing year building up. Treated colonies
e provide a surplus the following year if the
will certainly
n
season allows
climate wise.
t
Happy Beekeeping – Bingley Badger
o
r
"URBAN
BEEKEEPING - DON'T

FALL OFF THE ROOF" with
t
ANDREW
COTE AT THE
h
YORKSHIRE MUSEUM OF
e
AGRICULTURE, MURTON on
WEDNESDAY
26TH AUGUST 19.30
s
(Coffee
u at 19.00) - Andrew Cote is a well-known
urban beekeeper,
he founded the New York City
m
Beekeepers’
Association
after urban beekeeping was
m
legalised there in 2010. He also set up 'Bees without
a
Borders' which teaches beekeeping as a means of
r
alleviating poverty in developing countries very much
like “Beesy Abroad”.

o York District BKA Events Secretary should
Janet Cole
f
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be applauded for her grand ingenuity, well done Janet.
Shortly after becoming YDBKA Events Secretary, Janet
read a report of a visit by Andrew Cote to the Galtee
Honey Farm in Ireland. Rather cheekily, Janet e-mailed
Andrew last November and asked him if he fancied a
trip from New York to old York in “Little Olde England”. It
turns out he did (!), so much so he has very kindly
agreed to speak to York and District 26th August.
Andrew is a well-known urban beekeeper, and founded
the New York City Beekeepers’ Association after urban
beekeeping was legalised there in 2010. He also set up
'Bees without Borders' which teaches beekeeping as a
means of alleviating poverty in developing countries.
It is not often that York BKA have a Speaker fly in from
New York for one their meetings, so I hope that York
beekeepers will turn out in numbers to meet him and
give him a warm welcome. The York members have
kindly extended the invitation to all beekeepers’ so,
please ensure that colleagues are aware of this really
top class event.

Jam Making Time
Very soon jam making will be in full flow! Books about
jam making and fruit preservation are fairly numerous
especially with the availability of the World Wide Webb.
For many years I used the MAFF Booklet - Bulletin 21
Home Preservation of Fruit and Vegetables – ISBN 0 11
241321 8 which is no longer in print by HMSO but can
be obtained from second hand book sellers or through
the Internet.
We beekeepers use honey for cooking in many ways
but not so readily in jam making. My mother made jam
from strawberries, raspberries and greengages. She
was adamant that there was not a complete substitute

t
for sugar in jam making; she preferred to use
e
Preserving Sugar for making marmalades, jams and
preserves,
f using fruits that are naturally high in pectin.
The larger
r sugar crystals of Preserving Sugar dissolve
slowly; thereby
reduce the risk of burning within the pan
o
or the need
m for regular stirring and skimming. Good
quality Preserving Sugar produces less froth, which
t a clearer preserve. For jams and jellies
helps create
h soft fruits with low levels of pectin, she
made with
e that you should use Jam Sugar or “Silver
suggested
Spoon” Pectin sachets.
d
o
If using honey
for jam making, it is essential to use a
c coloured honey (not oil seed rape) otherwise
light honey
u
you will find the addition of a strong flavoured honey will
m
be distinctly noticed in both flavour and odour. My
e
mother maintained at if you use clear honey in jam
n
making that
t it should be limited to a maximum of 40% 45% honey to 50% -55% sugar. Naturally each jam
maker has
o their own variations in producing their jam.
Using honey
r with sugar can create situations where in
the boiling process invert sugar crystals, can and do
separatetout.
h
e of mine is greengage jam, in our garden we
A favourite
have a gage tree that this year is awash with fruit. My
recipe is smade up as follows:
u
m fresh gage plums; 575 mls (I pint) water;
2.75kg(6lbs)
m clear honey; 1.65kg(3.60lbs) preserving
1.1kg(2.40lbs)
a
sugar. Wash the fruit well, cut into halves, and remove
r
the stones. Place fruit into a preserving pan with the
y
water. Carefully break open half a dozen stones to
remove the
o kernels, these should be blanched by
dipping them
f for a few seconds in boiling water,
a
n
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remove, cut the white kernels in half and add to the fruit.
Simmer until tender of which the bulk fruit will have
reduced considerably. Add the sugar and honey in
equal proportions until all is dissolved bring to boiling
point, and boil hard until the setting point is reached.

Pointers to Consider When Making Jam
Use fresh firm-ripe fruit; over-ripe fruit is to be avoided.
Fruit that needs softening should be allowed to simmer
gently before the honey / sugar is added.
A well-set jam can only be achieved if the correct
proportions of pectin, acid and sugar / honey are
present.
Sugar should not be added until the fruit is well cooked
and broken down. It is essential after the honey / sugar
has been added, the jam should be boiled “rapidly” until
the setting point is reached.
To prevent fruit from rising in the jars (quite often occurs
with cherries, plums and strawberries) the jam should
be allowed to cool slightly in the preserving pan, and
well stirred before filling the jars.
Over-boiling when using sugar can and does darken the
colour, it spoils the flavour and may cause a sticky jam.
An over-runny jam is produced by under boiling or
complicated with lack of sufficient pectin or acid, or
conversely the use of too high a proportion of sugar /
honey.
Jam readily ferments when under boiled or insufficient
sugar / honey added.
Scum should never be removed until the jam is made. It
is wasteful and not necessary.
The use of air tight covers need to be scrupulously
clean placed on the jars immediately after filling.

t
Store in a dry, dark, cool, ventilated cupboard.
e making.
Happy jam
f
YBKA SPRING
CONFERENCE – 2016

r
o
This year’s conference will be held again at the Manor
Church ofmEngland Academy in York. There will be a
slightly different approach this year in that we will be
t of speakers to expand on their own special
asking lots
h
ways of getting
the best out of their bees.
e
We would like to involve as many ordinary beekeepers
as possible in the presentations so if you have a bright,
innovative
d idea which has worked for you and which you
think is worth
o sharing with your fellow beekeepers then
please letcus know. We’ll do what we can to include it in
the schedule
u and allocate you a slot. It will be a fast,
energeticmand breath-taking exploration of ideas and will
appeal toenew beekeepers as well as others – another
conference
n not to be missed. There will be ample
opportunities for networking and the usual stall holders
t
will be all there with bargains to be had and new ideas
to try out.
o beekeepers should make sure they have
All Yorkshire
MARCH r19th in their diary, by letting friends and family
know what a great day out it is and we expect our
t will be promoting it again so that members
associations
get alonghin number. We all need to pitch in and make
e the best beekeeping conferences in the
this one of
North.
s
Happy Beekeeping
- Roger Chappel
u
m
m
a
r
y

Millfield Lane, Nether Poppleton, York,
o
YO26 6PA
f

a
n
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Did You Know…..
Professor Jonathan Jones, of the Sainsbury Laboratory,
Norwich has stated “Already, there has been a vast
reduction in insecticide applications world-wide. Over
400,000 tonnes of insecticide – nerve poisons – have
Not been applied thanks to GM technology”. Food for
thought, don’t you think!

The Use of Drones – A Mixed Metaphor?
In Silicon Valley, California, a high tech revolution is
underway in agriculture that is attracting venture
capitalists to invest with record amounts of money,
offering the promise of far more lofty goals – Feeding
the World!
The latest estimates calculate that there are 7.3billion
people on the planet today. Based on current appraisals
the population by 2050 will be 9.6 billion. It is said that
the birth rate in India alone is 25,000 per day, against a
death rate of about 13,200 per day. Feeding the world is
becoming a frightening spectacle, perhaps Thomas
Malthus was right after all (Thomas Robert Malthus, an
English economist and demographer who is best known
for his theory that population growth will always tend to
outrun the food supply and that the betterment of
humankind is impossible without stern limits on
reproduction. This thinking is commonly referred to as
Malthusianism).
The concern is that the pace in agricultural yields is
seeing a slowing down; therefore something big needs
to happen to ensure the billions do not go hungry. The
boffins believe that the answer lies in data-driven
precision agriculture, cloud computing, the use of
intelligent software on farms. Forty years ago it was
“agribusiness”, so welcome to the world of “Agtech”.

t
The issues of submarine warfare in the Great War
e imported food from the Empire. This caused
decimated
the rapid modernisation of UK farm machinery
f plus the use of synthetic fertilizers and
equipment
r
improvement
in seed genetics became necessary. After
the First o
World War our political system forced the
m to stick to “Imperial / Empire Preference” at
government
the expense of home farming improvements. Through
the inter-war
t period our farms went into general decline
until the Second
World War. Then a renaissance
h
followed e
with the introduction of 1947 Agricultural Act.
These policies continued until 1997. Yet the Canadians
and the USSR
in the 1920s expanded production to
d
enormous
standards
with massive harvesting machines.
o
The USA had done likewise but soon abandoned the
c
concept with the onset of the Kansas Dust Bowl and the
u
Great Depression:
it took Roosevelts “New Deal” to put
m
matters aright.
e
In the lastn five years according to Lance Donny founder
of Ag 3.0t of the Agricultural Start-Up “On Farm
Systems” said we are moving into the next generation of
o will drive growth in the next 30 to 50 years.
farming that
This growth
r will come about through feedback
Information from stakeholders. This is a natural reaction
to markett forces as farmers are going to need better
and morehinformation systems in order to meet global
demand.eThis frightening factor will see the
disappearance of the family farm as we know it. A
decade ago there were 28,700 dairy farms, now this as
s
dropped to 10,230, the pace of oversupply, combined
u
with technological change in increasing yields matched
min demand by China and the USSR.
by a falloff
m
Ag 3.0 isaabout collecting data on the weather, soil
r crop yields, water, fuel usage and other
conditions,
variables,y analysing it and feeding it back to farmers
and growers to help them to grow more crops, more
efficientlyoand to combat the inevitable issues of climate
change. fIn recent years farmers in the developed world
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have been introducing data aggregation technology,
while equipment makers, such as multinational plant
manufacturer John Deere have built data systems into
their tractors and other machinery, turning them into
data platforms. The speed and pace of technology have
encouraged the larger farmers to use small drones to
capture high resolution aerial imagery of their fields to
count food plant demography, livestock numbers and to
spot potential problems. Trials are underway to put
sensors into animal feed, when swallowed can readily
transmit information about the health of the animal.
Understandably such technological usage has been
patchy and very expensive. - To be continued

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM TO
THE HONEY (ENGLAND) REGULATIONS
2015 - No. 1348
This explanatory memorandum has been prepared
by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs and is laid before Parliament by Command of
Her Majesty. With additions of clarification by the
Editor, where appropriate.
2. Purpose of the instrument
2.1 This instrument implements the provisions of
Directive 2001/110/EU relating to honey (the EU Honey
Directive) as amended by Directive 2014/63/EU and
replaces the Honey (England) Regulations 2003 (S.I.
2003/2243) (the 2003 Regulations), as amended. This
ensures that we are complying with our EU obligations
in England in relation to the transposition of the
amended Directive and ensures consistency in the
minimum quality of the products regulated by the
Regulations and the correct use of product names so
that consumers are not misled.

t
3. Matters of special interest to the Joint Committee
e Instruments
on Statutory
3.1 None
f
r
4. Legislative
Context
4.1 This o
instrument implements the provisions
containedmin the EU Honey Directive as amended. A
transposition note accompanies this explanatory
memorandum
and can be found at Annex 1.
t
4.2 The instrument
replaces the 2003 Regulations, as
h
amendedeand, in doing so, revokes those Regulations,
the Honey (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2005
(S.I.2005/1920)
and the amendments made to the 2003
d
Regulations
by
the
Food Information Regulations 2014
o
(S.I. 2014/1885).
c
4.3 The proposal for the EU Honey Directive was
u the EU Scrutiny Committee before the
cleared by
Directivem
was originally adopted. A number of Working
e
Party discussions
took place during 2013 with
n
simultaneous discussions in the European
t The House of Lords and House of
Parliament.
Commons Scrutiny Committees cleared this proposal
o The compromise deal was adopted by the
from scrutiny.
EP’s Environment
committee on the 19 March 2014 and
r
was formally adopted at the EP Plenary session in April
2014. The
t amendment to the Honey Directive was
publishedhin the Official Journal of the European Union
on 3 Junee 2014.
5. Territorial Extent and Application
s
5.1 This instrument applies to England only.
u
5.2 Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are
m their own separate but parallel instruments
introducing
to similarm
timescales.
a
r
6. European
Convention on Human Rights
y
As the instrument
is subject to negative resolution
procedure and does not amend primary legislation, no
statemento is required.
f
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7. Policy background
• What is being done and why?
7.1 The Honey (England) Regulations are being
updated to reflect the latest EU Directive that amends
the EU Directive on Honey. Additionally, as part of the
Red Tape Challenge (RTC) commitment, the Honey
Regulations were identified as a piece of legislation that
would benefit from simplification and consolidation to
benefit businesses involved in the production and
marketing of honey. The instrument will: Revoke and
replace the Honey (England) Regulations 2003,
resulting in the revocation of two existing SIs as well as
revoking provisions relating to the 2003 Regulations
contained in the Food Information Regulations 2014:
these: will be replaced with one instrument transpose
the EU Honey Directive, as amended by Directive
2014/63/EU.
The objective is to bring the honey provisions together
into one SI and provide for an essential labelling change
so that the correct terminology is used on honey labels
which should now refer to the European Union (EU)
rather than the European
Community (EC) when describing the origin of blended
honey using one of the indications provided for in Article
2(4) of the EU Honey Directive. The Regulations are
also updated to take account of the amendment of EU
Honey Directive by Directive 2014/63/EC which
provides clarity on the issue of the status of pollen by
making it clear that, from a food regulation perspective,
pollen is not to be considered an ingredient of honey
and that honey is a single ingredient product rather than
a product that contains pollen as one of its ingredients.
The status of pollen as an ingredient was considered by
the Court of Justice of the European Union in Case C442/09, Karl Heinz Bablok and Others v Freistaat
Bayern (2011 ECR I-07419). Following that case,
Directive 2014/63/EU amended the Honey Directive to
make it clear that pollen, as a natural constituent of
honey, is not to be considered an ingredient for the
purposes of Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 of the

t
European Parliament and of the Council on the
provisioneof food information to
Consumers. Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 contains
horizontalf food labelling rules that apply to all foods,
includingr honey. The change made by Directive
o makes it clear that honey is to be regarded
2014/63/EU
m and single ingredient food and does not
as a natural
require pollen to be listed as an ingredient. This allows
producers
t to continue to market honey as they have
done in the
h past by consolidation of measures.
7.2 The new
e Regulations consolidate all existing rules
on honey into one new set of Regulations. This will see
the number
d of regulations on honey decrease to one,
making itoeasier for industry and enforcement authorities
by having all the domestic honey rules for England
c
together in one set of Regulations.
u
m
8. Consultation
outcome
e were aware of the impact of the Lisbon
8.1 Industry
changesnand, even before the consultation, many had
t
already made
the changes to reflect the change from
‘EC’ to ‘EU’. Industry was also aware of the pollen
o were heavily involved in the negotiations
issue. They
leading up
r to the adoption of Directive 2014/63/EU and
fully supported the UK position throughout the process.
As a result
t a short informal 4-week consultation was
carried out
h with interested parties involved in the
production,
e packing and retailing of honey in the UK.
This was agreed by the Defra consultation coordinator
as a proportionate approach on the basis that this was a
s
niche market involving minimal changes that were of a
u
technical nature and that those with an interest were
m involved. An information document was
already fully
producedmto explain the detail and nature of the
changesabeing introduced and interested parties were
contactedr directly via email to seek their views and
opinions.yViews were sought on the draft Regulations
and the information document to allow interested parties
to ask any
o remaining questions they may have had. The
industry were
kept up to date and consulted on matters
f
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during the period that the EU Commission was
considering the Directive proposal.
Two responses to do with the detail of the drafting of the
Regulations were received as part of the consultation
seeking clarification on issues of interpretation, one in
relation to removal of the of a provision on the “manner
of marking and labelling”, and one in relation to the
correct terminology for a particular plant, to both of
which clear answers were provided. Another point
related to the scope provisions, which has been
addressed to confirm that the scope of application is the
same as the previous Regulations applying to a product
intended for supply to a final consumer or mass caterer.
There were no concerns or objections expressed with
regards to the content or drafting of the proposed
Regulations.
9. Guidance
9.1 For the most part the current guidance notes
relating to the 2003 Honey Regulations remain relevant
but these will be updated to reflect the new changes
and to be in line with the smarter guidance principles.
Defra is continuing with its review of all existing
guidance material with the aim of reducing and
simplifying the material it produces. All interested
parties including enforcement authorities will be
informed when the new Regulations come into force
and information about the key changes will be
highlighted. Updated guidance will be published online
at www.gov.uk and information will be circulated directly
to enforcement authorities via the Food Standards
Agency.
The sanctions contained in the Regulations and the use
of improvement notices were covered in the
consultation information document and will be covered
in the new guidance as well as being drawn to the
attention of enforcement bodies and businesses when
the Regulations come into force. Where there is a

t
failure to comply with a provision of the new Honey
e the enforcement authority will have the
Regulations
power to issue an improvement notice. The initial use of
f
improvement
notices will provide a lighter-touch
r regime, with the issue of an improvement
enforcement
o a proportionate early step in the hierarchy
notice being
m
of enforcement.
A food business operator will be able to
appeal against such a notice to the First-tier Tribunal. A
failure totcomply with an improvement notice will be a
criminal offence
for which a fine may be imposed. There
h
will be noemaximum set for the fine; it will be for the
Courts to decide what amount the fine should be.
Enforcement
d bodies are well aware of the Improvement
Notice approach
from other food Regulations that have
o
been introduced over the last 18 months.
c
u
10. Impact
10.1 Them
changes required as a result of the Lisbon
Treaty forehoney labels are very minor. They only affect
blended n
honey that is produced from several countries
t the term ‘EC’ to be replaced by ‘EU’ when
and requires
certain indications for such honey are used. The honey
o been aware of this change for some time
sector have
and industry
r have confirmed that the vast majority of
honeys affected have already changed their labels as
parts of their
t label updates meaning they already
comply with
h the new requirements. The clarification on
the issueeof pollen as an ingredient in honey set out in
the new Directive does not require businesses to do
anything different. The statement in the
s
Directive makes it clear that pollen is not a separate
u
ingredient in honey and therefore reinforces the general
m on the status of pollen that existed before
understanding
m Court of Justice ruling that called it into
the European
question.aThis maintains the status quo and does not
r or cost to business.
add burden
10.2 Theyimpact on the public sector enforcement
bodies is negligible as the changes are very minor.
o
f
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11. Regulating small business
11.1 The legislation applies to small business as it does
to all businesses who are involved in the production of
honey. The rules are there to provide minimum
composition and standard requirements that are of
benefit to the consumer and must be applied to all those
operating in the sector.
12. Monitoring & review
12.1 The changes set out in this instrument should
ensure that the labelling of a blended honey uses the
correct ‘EU’ identifier when using indications for blended
honey that are not country-specific. . Plus the Directive
2014/63/EU changes will enable honey producers to
treat honey as a single ingredient food, treating pollen
as a natural constituent particular to honey and not an
ingredient. Both matters will be monitored.
12.2 The Regulations contain a review clause which will
require the Honey (England) Regulations 2015 to be
reviewed after 5 years from the date of coming into
force and the conclusions of the review to be set out in
a published report.
13. Contact
Paul Riches/Michelle McQuillan at the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra) Tel: 020 7238 5354 or 020 7238 4352 or
email: paul.riches@defra.gsi.gov.uk or
michelle.mcquillan@defra.gsi.gov.uk can answer any
queries regarding the instrument.
say he got short shrift, in the best of polite terms that
can be recorded here.
So note Clause 11 – what cannot speak cannot
lie…Michael you must not use clichés, your English
teacher is looking down on you.

t

Note from
the Chairman
e
From discussions with many beekeepers during the
f
recent highly successful Great Yorkshire Show, it
appears rwe are all in a similar position regarding the
status ofoour colonies. I am not sure if this is reassuring
m many report of poor queen matings, and a
or not? But
lack of surplus honey. But beekeepers are the eternal
optimistst and are hoping all will be OK for the close of
h with a bumper heather crop! I issued a
the season
e
warning email
to my area having noticed some small
colonies were extremely short of food and some larger
colonies d
were chomping through stores at an alarming
rate during
o the last 3 weeks of July. Fortunately, in my
situation cI did not get round to removing any honey in
early June
u (I normally leave some for the June gap). I
was gladm
that this particular year I did leave them with
plenty of stores; some beekeepers have had to resort to
e
feeding.
n
t into the agricultural show season, I find
We are well

these shows are a fantastic opportunity to raise the
profile ofobeekeeping, to display our products to the
r up with folk not seen for some time and
public, catch
have a good grumble about who has won what, despite
t occurring at a busy time for us all. It is
these shows
another great
h opportunity for the local associations to
pull together
e and spread the workload – with the YBKA
annual honey show during the YAS Countryside Live
looming,sit is also time to think about having a go at the
YBKA honey
u show in October.
This edition
m of the newsletter also contains dates of the
2016 YBKA
m annual conference – why not put the date in
your diary?, we have yet to finalise the program of
a
events for the day but hope to build on the success from
r
last year.
y
Happy Beekeeping - Tony Jefferson
o
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Were You Aware of This?

t
h
e

s
u
That the Sustainable Uplands Project, Sustainability Research Institute, School
of Earth & Environment, University of
Leeds in Research Note 14 – September 2007 - states, “Three quarters ofmthe world’s heather moorlands are in the
United Kingdom. This large expanse of heather moorland covers about 25%
m of British uplands (15,000 km2), with about
half of this area being managed for driven grouse shooting. Moorland covers
a 38% of Scotland, 5.5% of England and
Wales and 8% of Northern Ireland”. – An extract from Heather Honey Production
to be published in 2016 by Bee Craft
r
Ltd by Michael Badger with all Royalties being donated to “Bees Abroad” y
and the Charites of the Wax Chandlers
Company.
o
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t
e
This year seems to be going too quickly from my point of view. It doesn’t feel like that long ago since I sent an email off
f Education Officer after Wendy Maslin, and if
to YBKA Secretary Roger Chappel volunteering to take on the role of YBKA
I remember right my words were something along the lines of “If no-one relse comes forward and volunteers”. I take my
hat off to Wendy. She did a brilliant job and has helped me along the wayoin my first year so thank you Wendy.
m
Anyway, for those of you who don’t know me or haven’t met me yet my name is Yvonne Kilvington and I have been
keeping bees for 8 years now. I currently manage 25 colonies of my owntplus 10 colonies at the school where I work (I’ll
tell you all about that in another newsletter article later). I am also Secretary
and Education Officer for Huddersfield &
h
District BKA and live in the beautiful Colne Valley of Huddersfield.
e

A word from the Education Officer

I have a background in Learning and Development, having worked for my local authority for many years in the Training
d
Department, and I believe that as we go through life we should flood ourselves
with every learning opportunity we can…
o
and why not! You cannot deny that it feels good when, after studying hard, one reaches the goal of passing that
c DONE IT”. So I guess my aim as YBKA
assessment or exam and proudly holding up that certificate to say “I’VE
Education Officer is to see as many of you beekeepers out there taking uyour assessments and exams, and before you
m
say ‘I’m too old for that’ you’re not. I can remember when I took my training
qualification at Huddersfield University.
e When I asked her why she was taking this
There was a lady on the same course as me who was in her late 60s.
qualification she said to me “Because I can”. That will always stick with me.
n
t
So if you are thinking of taking any assessments or exams then take the ‘Because I can’ attitude. I urge you to ‘go for
it’… take the plunge. Well over 60 of you have this year and passed theiroBasic Assessment, so well done to all of you. I
now expect to see your names popping up for the Module exams. Speaking
r of which ….
Here are the dates of the winter tutorials for 2015 / 2016. This year we tare focusing on Modules 5 and 6 and as usual
these will be held in the Yorkshire Beekeepers Pavilion on the perimeter of the Great Yorkshire Show Ground in
h
Harrogate. I will be sending a more detailed programme to your association secretaries later.
e
The sessions will cover the syllabus and are intended to support those of you wanting to prepare for the modular
s knowledge in preparation for the General
examinations. They would also be of benefit to anyone wanting to revise
Husbandry Assessment too. As usual there is no charge for members andu refreshments will be available.
m
m
We will be following the same format as last season with morning sessions
being 10am till 12.30pm and afternoon
sessions 1pm till 3pm. So anyone staying all day would need to bringalunch with them. To make these sessions a
continued success we need sufficient numbers of people to attend.
r
y
I look forward to seeing you there and please get in touch with me if you need any further information. Likewise if there
are any training events you would like to see YBKA run in the future then please
let me know.
o
f
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Happy Beekeeping - Yvonne Kilvington.

2015 / 2016 Module Tutorials Dates
Saturday 3rd October 2015
Saturday 7th November 2015
Saturday 14th Nov – BBKA Examinations
Saturday 9th January 2016
Saturday 6th February 2016
Saturday 20th February 2016
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c
The beginning of the ice age period is believed to have happened circa 920,000
years ago. Since then there been
u
several glacial and inter glacial interfaces that have taken place over several
m hundred thousand years. The various ice
age periods were to greatly affect and influence human settlement within the
e various regions of the British Isles. During
this time period with the comings and goings of the receding ice ages, it isnsupposed that between 22,000BC to
10,700BC is when the final ice age came to an end, and life, as we know tit today evolved. In order to gauge what
Britain was like during the height of the glacial period we would need to picture it buried beneath a massive ice-sheet,
running to a depth of hundreds of metres thick at its maxima some 1,800metres, enveloping almost the whole of the
o
British Isles from the north of the river Thames northwards.
r

The Various Ice Ages – Who would have thought this?

Fancy a Good Read

t
h
e

Nature via Nurture – Matt Ridley – Genes, Experience and What Makes us Human
ISBN 978 1 84115 746 7
s
u
Matt Ridley is a trained Zoologist who has written a number of books concerning
nature. The book first published in 2003
m
chronicles a new revolution in our understanding of genes. He recounts the
hundred
years’ war between the partisans of
m
nature and nurture to explain how this paradoxical creature, the human being, can be simultaneously free-willed and
a
motivated by extinct and culture. Nature depends upon on genes and genes need nurture. Genes not only predetermine
r
the broad structure of the brain; they also absorb formative experiences, react to social cues and even run memory.
y
It is an enthralling, up to the minute account of how genes build brains to absorb
experience.
o
f
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Fancy a Another Good Read

t
h
e

The World Without Us – Alan Weisman – ISBN 978 07535 1357 6

s
First published in 2007 and now available in paperback – it is an extremelyu interesting treatise on a trip into the infinite.
The theme is how would the world change if humans vanished from earthm
right now, for good, what the planet be like in a
m
day, a week, a month or a millennium? Just how long will our greatest achievements
and our biggest mistakes last after
a
we are gone? Alan Weisman looked to the areas of the world that are currently unoccupied and speaks to experts in
r world would react to our disappearance and
their fields of nuclear physics to archaeology. He considers how the natural
wrestles with some of the key concerns of man’s short existence to offer an
y intriguing glimpse of the real legacy of our
time on the planet.
o
f
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You expect your Secretary to be present atethe winter meetings:
s
He /she also expects you, so don’t disappoint
the Secretary
u
Be supportive of the Honey Classesmat local Shows
m
a
By doing so you are advertising YOUR own honey
r
y

If you’re Association produces a news sheet, support your editor by submitting a piece of
“Beekeeping tit-bits or as they say in journalistic
parlance - Copy”
o
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And Another Good Read?

t
h
e
s

The Wisdom of Bees – Michael O’Malley PhD – ISBN: 978 0u670 91948 2
m
It is not a book really about practical beekeeping but what the hive can teach business about leadership, efficiency and
m
growth. The author is relatively new to beekeeping; he became taken in by what he called and he quotes “how bees can
actually teach managers a lot about how to run their organisations”. In hisadeliberations he identified twenty-five powerful
r future. If I may digress, my colleague Andrew
insights, including how to distribute authority, keep it simple and protect the
y
Gibb and I came to be involved with the late Rozina Clarke the Surrey Beekeeping
Instructor and head of the BBKA
Examinations Board (her slogan was, my name is Clarke with an “e”). Mrs Clarke was a modern day Boadicea; she took
o the examination extolled upon me the
me for my senior advanced husbandry examination in the 1970’s, and after
f
workings of the bee hive, and this is how we should live and behave.
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t

General Purposes Committee
e
Chairman
Tony Jefferson
07749 731 945
01947
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk
Interim Treasurer (appointment to be
ratified at 2015 Annual General
Meeting).
Norbert Cooper
01937 83489
07957 404 047
norbert.cooper@btinternet.com

Vice Chairman
& School’s Day Organiser
Phil Gee
01422 886 114
07769 650 059
pjgphilgee@btinternet.com
BBKA ADM Delegate
Michael Badger MBE
0113 294 5879
07958 591 501
buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

f
r
o
m

General Secretary
Roger Chappel
01325 315 741
07905 190 701
rogerchappel21@gmail.com

t
h
e

Examination and Education Officer
Yvonne Kilvington
07876 618 071
01484 643 314
ykilvington@btopenworld.com

d
o
YBKA Honey Show Chief Steward
c
Web Master
Dave Shannon
u
YAS Representative & NBU Liaison
David Lamont
01302 772837
m
Officer
01274 619 787
07907 856515
Ivor Flatman
07968 817 153
daveshannon.aca@me.com
e
01924 252795
davidlamont431@btinternet.com n
07775 119436
Area Representative
t
ivor.flatman@apha.gsi.gov.uk
Equipment / Purchasing Officer
Barkston Ash, Leeds
Mark Miller
01937 830 170
o
01274 816 198
07980 372 975
r
07595 743 893
clare.mcgettigan1@btinternet.com
markmiller8@btinternet.com
t
Area Representative
Area Representative
Area Representative
Area Representative
h Thirsk,
Beverley
Airedale / Wharfedale
Northallerton,
Scarborough, Ryedale
Simon Maslin
Ms. Chris Hardy
Richmond, e
Darlington
Stephen Muchow
01482 656018
01535 600941
Len Mutton
01723 865 184
simon@maslin.karoo.co.uk
oldsalmon@gmail.com
01325 307 712
smm@osbornelodge.com
s
07793 064 380
u
Area Representative
Area Representative
lenny.mutton@talktalk.net
Area Representative
m
Wakefield, Halifax,
Barnsley, Sheffield,
Easingwold & York
m
Margaret Langstaff
Huddersfield
Doncaster, Rotherham
a
Phil Gee
Bronwen Wright
01759 380 546
r
01422 886 114
01142 307 957
07733 125 362
y
07769 650 059
mel@thebeehive.plus.com
bron@mistral138.plus.com
pjgphilgee@btinternet.com
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